IN THE PORNOGRAPHY OF BLACK
one
illustrations
time leaps
dazzles murders
the beat of time
some lone reminder
of an incandescent past
deep throb
invisible in the heart
beat
whip of event
supreme eye
great juggler
owner of the circus
heart
whispering musics
of darkness and finity
vacuum beauty
soul of sky
silhouette of magic eagle
doves clash on amber waves
an omen
well
red embered walls
raw colored space
fit cylindrically
singular crater
circular sound
calling through a hole
dimension of lovers
crawling through love
dimension of a hole
miles of invisible hearts
wait for music
the stream a song
music of ages gone
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deep mire
glass eye sand straits
oceanic tightness
airy dreams
moonless wakes
vacant journeys of colored phantoms
futures descend
energies increase
serpents coil
frozen shapes hunger
eclipse
:appears: revelation: magnitude finite
radiates heaves on pulsing arms
(the Crab's brother perhaps)
energy cools
in procession-like precision
matter and energy interact
crescendo!
levels of soundlessness vibrate
atomic rings on electric wings
spin and collide
multiply divide and glow
unknown crystals
universal binding
mind and substance
rise and fall
play the call
dimension of the
microcosm of the
non attached
non stellar
paralyzed colorless
blindness weakens
after space fills
heavenly bodies create
a moon religion ceremony
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black music spirals
wind swerve
sounds pierce azimuthal eyes
poems stream from veins
gentle song waves bleed
from worn hooves of a speeding body
Pegasus reaches across a burnt sky
in the summer of Earth
later
midnight comets scratch the milky way
woven of moon thread
a dead boy's smile
plasma lights
his silhouette carved in blood
the dead boy a constellation of eyes
a silver lady's mercury slipper
vertigo
topological nuances
colors invert
bubbles twist hydrogen visions
purple upside down naked clowns
tunnel burst gyroscopic worlds
suspended from ebony cables
beings hang from filaments
spin a glowing maze
nausea of perpetual precision
rotating wheels' decision of perfection
in a shrine
(time flames)
smoke-coiled rhythms dance
energy once hard softens vomits
cools and dies (entropy)
eternities fear
the human touch
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carnival miracles whirl
symmetry's creations
a lost nebula shines
a calliope whines
ageless lovers hollow fragment
beat
cryptic dissonances
cyclic resonances
vibrate hot new prayers
ripple the power
heartbeat of youth
a star bursts into jazz
burns in song dies silent
clouds race
air clanks
silent winds silent worlds
(in the wake
forms evolve
circle the heavens
undiscovered still
the drone of dance)
nova
old woman
bronze lashed
body dissolving
wrapped in white sheet
drifts above quicksand
red hair flying
eyes wise eyes bright
(wrinkled fruit in hand
memories dying)
walks a used road
behind spherical hills
her house fades
dusty towers
smoked sky melting oceans
hidden futures
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mode-event-explosion
spontaneity streams
breaks binding forces
spreads a wreath of uncertainty
dancers flash frantic arms
colored spirals spin
nerves discharge feverishly
synapses explode
awaken silence
expression blooms
words not to be pronounced
shut race eyes
between brain and retina
image incarnates
incarnations bleed illusion
infinity burst triangle
a being unwinds secrets (the last)
music unfolds
explodes meditates
beauty staccatos
flames eddy
streets enlarge modulate
transform swallow their inhabitants
a raven flies lost
cries screams blotted rain
white foamy gathering of mystic clouds
time‒space centre (sequence) of cosmic stimuli
intimate truthbolts
(hot sands pulse)
between outdazzled new circus lights
prima (a blue one) dies
its halo gone obscene
floats between twisted banners
as the merry-go-round calliope wails
faster faster
unhuman pitch unhuman tongue
between hunger and blood
words of silicon people spot
the chlorine shape of a dream
heart discovered stopped
by the sun's rotations
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in the canopy of remaining invisibility
men's brains evolve into hungry distortions
twisted sense of dreamlike confusion
predict universal sameness
existence a single dark line
leading nowhere
the shock of electrical realness
blends with blinding radiation
of a rainbow world
silver cup of centrifugal liquids
psychoanalysis of colliding galaxies
self-annihilation inevitable
energy continues to seep through veins
dizzy pleasure
flaming instant of pain
orgasm of creation
fatal
in supreme death: time
a wound spring
lives
abscess
comes a gray dawn
the dead swing in their morning
walk spell ridden circles
orgy spent writers parade naked
hungry spiders that trample day
catch it between hairy legs
suck its warmth and light
shoot poems into enfolding darkness
(no one pushes anymore)
suddenly a comet spasms
lost years create centuries missed from history
glares in the magic tent
an eye awakens from inner sleep
death shadows the spread wings
of a beast hovering insensibly naked
ivory telescopes scintillate
locate a warp
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a woman dances to magnetic colors
kinetic harmony
arms snake
always moving (some say perpetually)
her strength the carousel of stars
the eyes
glass exploded jewels
no one sees her
the imaginary of the future
voice
close your eyes
a race of ancient dreams
sealed in a worn flask
drink
a man stabbed neck deep in the ground
flames through tentacles
revolves metamorphically
igniting sea to light
an orange moon reveals
bat illuminations
sunk on the embers
sucks them in
spits on the fire
speeds into shadow vanishes
open your eyes
bells chant sermon
a priest sears flesh
shivers faints
cathedral
seeds are planted
the ground scorched
silent copper bells
altars burn
a bearded saint appears
(eyes turned in)
to reclaim some stolen incense
smokeless candles
silver idols ivory scriptures visionary stained windows
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turning scepter to roof
white light shoots up
burns eyes
expands condenses
flares and darkens
not telepathic
not invisible
(unknown name)
time dies
dissolves
flows on and on
forgets kaleidoscopic laws
light vanishes from its own shadow
life frees from repetition
space a mirror vanishes (vision too acute)
grows hazy blood flows
silver song of the unconscious
in implosion
lights stroke the rhythm of order
strike stroboscopic passage
from an awakened heart
rescue insanity
wild improvisations of exponential dance . . .
and again the flow
smooth mystic breathing
breeze of three-dimensional space
continuous identity
untwist mobius
immense logicality
powerful increasing function of a
power series
conclusion
smoldering bits
crystalline nature
cellular awareness
existence the end
watching waiting
as the worn-out fragments of existence are polished
and returned to initial being
(spirit either dead or unborn
i an old hermit
trapped in a cave not even my own
watching waiting)
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two
a new race
out of void
particles collide
scatter invisible electricity
orbit the now-perpetual
evolve into future
time's formula computes again
answers pure
waits symbolic
titan's penumbra darkens
clock of eclipse-cloaked corona
information system memory
forged from accelerated dimensions
the elastic mobile fills
tense hyperbolae
the speed of light wavers
but only the old man who cranks the old organ
hears the calliope speed up
(and knows the atomic weight of hydrogen rises)
or is it the black hood
hears foreign dissonance
through prize rings?
Earth
spherical human ball
shakes beneath glowing symmetries
oscillates reeking
burnt flesh and rock
cold comes
merges with frozen uniformity
once-ageless rotation ceases
leaves a shriveled
dead sun
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born
a race of ghosts
carved from fresh silicon breaths
once suspended on past‒future continuum
now days and nights
cells in universal body
internal pulse remains
each object mind
pulls nebulous fragments
infinite direction filaments
across the oscilloscope
a ball unwinds
here there
now then
its beauty simple
movement‒non movement
telepathic brightness
vapor stillness
waits for extinction
volcanic evolutions
old waters fall
lead to a rotting stream (of wonders)
open eyes fix
futureless minds orbit
illusory minds fill
with chemical madness
carbon people rule consciousness
ruled by gravity
emit deadly radiation
collective hypnotic vision
but everything turns out the same
except the circus is weathered
an old man saw flaked paint
on the telescope
a prelude gathers
vague harmonies cloud the center
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the war cave‒
smooth space
ancient cavern
bats create from invisible nebulae
spear crystals
island universes project
shield warriors' starry swords
dead from living
the floor a field a grave an arena
where half-human attempts struggle
appear die permeate
stand on battlefield
look everywhere
till angels fade
gods die
the mindless go blind
name it
turn again empty
go back if you can
far away yellow lights surround a circus
in cipher: the light blinds: rehpic ni:
no leaving
guards from warning lights
set equations
birth death
being sonics
harmony dissonance
spirit matter vibrations
the stellar beat
of unity
three
bead game
music/poetry/god
simple and/or complex
free and real or/contrived and imagined
precise and/or indefinite
truth or/detour
beauty and/or ugliness
unnamed meaning: class: empty
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white light spectrum trilogy
rose a life in eternity's existence
mountain a monument to nature's eternity
random movement symmetry
obsidian edge
continuous evolving sound
pendulum
truth a note a scale
CCC cont chang consc
anti bead game
four
further notes
circus poet watches
leaves in pond
eyes shiny rings
between thought and water
tired
misses birds and butterflies
a flying fish’s splash
eyelashes buckle
lips twist
landscaped words
stratospheric icicles
pretty images
knock against doors
from time spent
secret's experience
profane mimic
bitter end
reasonless death
seedling gone foul
foreboding clouds
in faintly darkening skies
prophesies of futures too breathless
too unbelievable
for the minds of deaf children
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genesis
ash across earth
first day hurricane
face in sky
second day lightning
sky heart color
third day flood
fourth day solar prominence
fifth black plague
sixth day (after death) man alone
seventh day
the universe stops
to rest
five
epitaph of sorts
spinning time
in absolute zero
snake coiled space
unctuous moons
pure as dreams
silver as streams
travel the cosmic
unravel the mystic
hot with light
unpunctured by sight
fin
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